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A324. More, Sir Thomas, trans. Here is conteyned the lyfe of Johan Picus erle of Myrandula a grete lord of Italy an excellent conning man in all sciences: [And] vertuous of lyuing, with dyuerse epistles [and] other warkis of the syd Johan Picus full of grete science vertue and wysedome. whos lyfe [and] warkys bene worthy [and] dign to be redd [and] oftoyn to to be bad in memorye. By Gianfrancesco Pico della Mirandola [Enprynted at London: By Johan Rastell dwelling at ye flete brydge at the abbot of wynchecombe his place, [1510?]]. [STC 19897.7; ESTC S104315; Gibson 67 + Smith 1981:34. For description, see CW 1: cxx–cxxi.]
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Edward Jesup's Adaptation of More's Life of Pico (1720–1740)


A338. Jesup, Edward. *Life of the renown'd and illustrious John Picus, Prince of Mirandula, collected from the writings of several learned and faithful historians; more particularly from those of Sir Thomas More, knt. lord high chancellor of England.* London, Printed by W. Burton, for J. Hooke, 1723. [Worldcat OCLC 14172628; Gibson 367? A Variant of the next item?]

A339. Jesup, Edward. *The lives of Picus and Pascal, faithfully collected from the most authentick accounts of them. To which is subjoin'd, a parallel between those two Christian worthies.* By Mr. Jesup. London: printed by W. Burton, for J. Hooke, at the Flower-de-Luce over-against St. Dunstan's-Church, Fleet-Street, 1723. Available online at https://books.google.com/books?id=7CrIAAAAMAAJ&hl=en [ESTC T41115; Gibson 367; Worldcat OCLC 779245141.]
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